I numeri cardinali 14.1

Write the numbers in full

es 1,601
one thousand six hundred and one

2 74

3 765

4 112

5 thirty-nine

6 two thousand nine hundred and forty

7 one million three hundred and thirtythree eight hundred and twenty

8 One

9 0

Soluzioni:

(1) one thousand six hundred and one (2) seventyfour (3) seven hundred and sixty-five thousand (4) one hundred and twelve thousand (5) 39 (6) 2,940 (7) 1,333,820 (8) 1 (9) nought
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I numeri cardinali 14.2

Complete with hundred / hundreds of or dozen / dozens of

1. There are ............... eggs in this basket.

   dozens of

2. My email is full: there are exactly ten ............... mails in it.

3. Five ............... miles is the distance between my town and the school.

4. It is a small country but there are ............... inhabitants there.

5. The market place is crowded today. There are ............... people there.

6. How many old stamps are there in your collection? There are exactly five ............... and thirty.

Soluzioni:

(1) dozens of (2) dozen (3) hundred (4) hundreds of (5) hundreds of (6) hundred
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